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What is the Median Annual Household Income variable?

What is the Poverty Status variable?
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MASS-AT-A-GLANCE:  
Massachusetts data in a user-friendly app
Data for Real-World Use
SEIGMA developed MASS-AT-A-GLANCE, a user-friendly platform to access Massachusetts data in one spot. 
Whether applying for funding, writing a grant, developing a campaign, or if you are simply interested in seeing how 
your community compares to the State, MASS-AT-A-GLANCE is a great resource.

MASS-AT-A-GLANCE is an interactive way to explore Massachusetts data on selected social and economic 
variables that are likely to be affected by the introduction of new forms of gambling. 

MASS-AT-A-GLANCE currently contains data on:
• Demographics: age, race, gender, ethnicity, population

• Social variables: marital status, educational attainment, veterans status, suicide rates,  
English-language learners, students with disabilities 

• Economic variables: household income, poverty rates, employment, unemployment, bankruptcy,  
rent, building permits 

Users can explore state-wide data or opt to focus on data in a  
specific municipality.

MASS-AT-A-GLANCE is available at https://seigma.shinyapps.io/dashboard/.  
The SEIGMA team is planning to add the data collected on the gambling behaviors in  
Massachusetts to MASS-AT-A-GLANCE in 2020.

www.mass.edu/seigma      |            @ImpactsMa
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Profile of the MGM Springfield Workforce
Creating employment opportunities for Massachusetts residents is a major 
concern of the Massachusetts Gaming Commission and a goal of the 
Expanded Gaming Act.
 
The SEIGMA team will assess the employment effects of casinos in Massachusetts to:

4 Identify characteristics of the casino workforce at point of hire
4 Help policymakers understand:

•  Demographic representativeness of new casino workers
•  Types of employees who want to work at MGM Springfield
•  Levels of pre-employment training and experience
•  How many employees are drawn from the local labor supply

4 Conduct New Employee Survey at each casino location and collect a wide range of           
 data on work-related characteristics and aspirations of new employees

4 Survey is designed collaboratively by UMass Donahue Institute and the Massachusetts Gaming      
 Commission and administered by the Gaming Commission with deidentified data provided  
 to UMDI for analysis

Early Findings – MGM Springfield

Top Reasons for Seeking Employment at MGM Springfield

•  Opportunity for career advancement
•  Excitement/enthusiasm for working at a casino
•  Improved pay
•  Opportunity to learn and use new skills or training (e.g., professional development)
•  Improved benefits (e.g., health insurance)

Our team will continue to assist the Massachusetts Gaming Commission to implement and monitor the 
survey at MGM Springfield and obtain secondary data for analysis. In 2019-2020, new employee data will 
be collected from all three casinos (Plainridge Park Casino, MGM Springfield, and Encore Boston Harbor). 

www.mass.edu/seigma      |            @ImpactsMa
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Springfield Targeted Population Survey  
with a Health Equity Focus
What are the social and health impacts for communities hosting a casino?

The Springfield Targeted Population Survey with a Health Equity Focus will shed light on this question to inform 
problem gambling prevention and treatment services in the Springfield community. 

Prior to the development of casinos in Massachusetts, the SEIGMA team carried out Targeted Population Surveys 
in the communities selected to host a casino and surrounding communities—defined by the Massachusetts 
Gaming Commission as to likely experience impacts from the casino. One year after each casino opens in the 
host and surrounding communities, the SEIGMA team conducts a “follow-up” Targeted Population Survey to 
understand whether and how gambling behavior and attitudes in the community have changed. 

The SEIGMA research team plans to “over sample” groups within the Springfield community who are at greater 
risk of experiencing gambling harm with the goal of informing tailored and more effective prevention and 
treatment programming.  

Springfield Targeted Population Survey with a Health Equity Focus is planned for Fall 2019. 

www.mass.edu/seigma      |            @ImpactsMa
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Economic Impacts of MGM Springfield’s  
First Year of Operations
“Casino operations” refers to all the economic activities that take place in the course of running the casino. MGM’s 
spending on its staff supports their households and creates new demand in Massachusetts as these employees 
spend their paychecks. Beyond the casino, MGM’s spending on intermediate goods and services—such as food 
and performers—supports employment in other Massachusetts establishments, whose owners and employees 
spend their earnings in turn. 

In addition to the regular business taxes paid by MGM Springfield, the casino is taxed 25% of gross gaming 
revenue which is allocated to support critical state functions. From its start in August 2018 through February 
2019, Massachusetts collected $35.7 million of tax revenue from MGM Springfield’s gross gaming revenue.
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Estimate the full economic impact 
of the first year of the operations 
of MGM Springfield on the 
Massachusetts economy

Collect data directly from MGM 
Springfield on their average 
employment, total wages, purchases 
from local vendors, and payments 
of gross gaming revenues and taxes

The SEIGMA research team 
has been coordinating with 
Massachusetts casino operators, 
building relationships with data 
providers, and eliciting feedback 
from stakeholders to ensure that 
the economic model looks at the 
full picture of economic impacts. 
The team’s analysis of MGM 
Springfield’s economic impacts 
from its first year of operations  
will be released in 2020.

www.mass.edu/seigma      |            @ImpactsMa

Taxes on Gross Gaming Revenue
Resort-casino licensees

Source :  Massachusetts  Gaming Commiss ion
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Policy Questions – an Example: 
The Patron Survey provides information for our team to develop estimates for the economic 
impact modeling of net new casino impacts. Patrons who reallocate their spending are one of 
the biggest causes of concern from a policy standpoint. They support jobs and wages and new 
revenue at Massachusetts casinos, but at the expense of other Massachusetts businesses that 
would have otherwise received money from them.
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$166.0 million     
On-Site Gaming Spending

$6.5 million   
On-Site Non-Gaming Spending

$4.0 million      
Estimated Off-Site Spending

Estimating MGM Springfield’s Economic Impacts 
from Patron Spending
 

4 Measure “net new” tourism spending from casino patrons by estimating how much spending    
 would (and would not) have occurred if MGM Springfield never opened

4 From the MGM Patron Survey, we distinguish new, reallocated, and incidental patron spending   
  based on patrons’ survey responses about their reasons for visiting the casino that day

•  New Spending: would not have occurred in Massachusetts if MGM Springfield hadn’t opened 
(includes “recaptured” patrons who would have gambled out of state as well as new tourists)

•  Reallocated Spending: would have occurred in Massachusetts anyway but on goods/services 
from other Massachusetts businesses

•  Incidental Spending: off-site spending that would have occurred whether or not MGM   
Springfield was operating

The SEIGMA research team completed the 1st Wave of Patron Survey data collection at MGM 
Springfield in March 2019 and is preparing to launch the 2nd Wave in July/August 2019. Representing 
MGM Springfield’s first year of operation, the processing and analysis of these survey data are currently 
underway, and the inputs for the economic impacts model are being developed. The team plans to 
share its analysis of net new spending with the Massachusetts Gaming Commission, general public, 
and other stakeholders in 2020. 

www.mass.edu/seigma      |            @ImpactsMa

Patron Spending at Plainridge Park Casino in its first year
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Key Informant Interviews: Voices of Impacts in the 
Springfield Community
In January 2019, the SEIGMA team began interviewing key informants in Springfield with a specific focus on real 
estate conditions and housing and concerns surrounding gentrification and displacement. This is part of a larger 
effort to conduct key informant interviews with representatives—from community organizers to healthcare 
officials to economic development officers—in the casino host communities of Springfield, Everett, and Plainville. 

4 Gain an on-the-ground understanding of the social and economic conditions in host       
 communities prior to the development of a casino, during the process of constructing a casino,   
 and while hosting a casino

4 Utilize qualitative data of impacts to triangulate findings from quantitative data

4 Pinpoint mechanisms to explain quantitative trends and correlations

4  Request interviews from potential key informants by contacting their professional offices by    
 email and/or telephone. 

4 If a key informant agrees to a 60-90 minute interview, formal consent is obtained. The interviews   
 are not confidential as officials/representatives speak in their professional capacity and in their   
 area of expertise.

4 Interviews are audio recorded.

4 Excerpts from the interviews are integrated into reports and presentations.

Interviews with key informants in Springfield will continue throughout 2019 and into 2020. If you 
have a recommendation of a potential key informant in Springfield, please contact SEIGMA’s research 
associate and project manager, Dr. Alissa Mazar, amazar@umass.edu. 

www.mass.edu/seigma      |            @ImpactsMa
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SEIGMA’s first-of-its-kind Patron and License Plate Survey sheds light on 
the social and economic impacts of casinos in Massachusetts. 

4 Clarify patron origin and expenditure

4 Inform analyses of the social and economic impacts of the introduction of casino  
 gambling in Massachusetts

4 With a team of over 15 surveyors, 1 of every 6 persons exiting MGM Springfield was asked to    
 participate in a 5-7 minute survey concerning their experience at MGM Springfield that day.

4 Rigorous methods were used to attain a sample of patronage as representative as possible.

4 Analyses of data and sharing with stakeholder groups—from the MA Gaming Commission to    
 grassroots community organizations—will be used to inform policy and practice.

The SEIGMA research team has conducted the 1st Wave of the Patron Survey at MGM Springfield 
during February and March 2019. Over 500 surveys were collected. The second Wave of data 
collection will take place at the end of July/beginning of August 2019. Another 500 surveys are 
projected to be collected. A report detailing the results will be completed in December 2019. 

Patron & License Plate Survey Data Collection: 
Who is Spending (and how much) at MGM Springfield?

www.mass.edu/seigma      |            @ImpactsMa


